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PREVIOUS SHOW:

In Your Neighbourhood with James Wray

PROMPTS

If you have a listener question:

❖ Call 9398 3100,
❖ Text 048 000 5321,
❖ Facebook Magooit,
❖ Website Magooit,
❖ Show notes - magooit.com.au

SHOW RECAP & WHATS ON NEXT TIME

Next Sat - Episode 11 Feb  2023

Ep 21 11/2/23 Bluetooth speakers E-tatoos used for monitoring
your body vitals

Online Music Spotify

NEXT SHOWS:

❖ Rockaria with The Frankinator and Friends from 3-6pm
❖ 4th Dimension until 9pm
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MUSIC THEME Nonsense Songs

A nonsense song is a type of song written mainly for the purpose of entertainment using nonsense syllables at
least in the chorus. Such a song generally has a simple melody and a quick (or fairly quick) tempo and repeating
sections

Tutti Frutti - Elvis

Tutti Frutti is a song written by Little Richard and Dorothy LaBostrie, recorded in 1955, which was his first major
hit. With its energetic refrain, often transcribed as "A-wop-bop-a-loo-mop-a-lop-bam-boom!" (a verbal rendition of
a drum pattern that Little Richard had imagined),[2] and its hard-driving sound and wild lyrics, it became not only
a model for many future Little Richard songs, but also for rock and roll itself.[3]

After a lively performance by Little Richard who was getting frustrated with the recording session, he started
pounding a piano and singing a ribald song that he wrote and composed, and which he had been performing live
for a few years.
The original lyrics, in which "Tutti Frutti" referred to a homosexual man, were:

Tutti Frutti, good booty
If it don't fit, don't force it
You can grease it, make it easy

These were replaced with:
Tutti Frutti, aw rooty
Tutti Frutti, aw rooty.

"Aw rooty" was a slang expression meaning "All right".  And were revised for lyrical purity

Hi Lili hi Lo - The Shanes (orig. 1952)

Bibbidi-Bobbidi-Boo - Louis Armstrong (also called "The Magic Song") is a novelty song, written in 1948 by Al
Hoffman, Mack David, and Jerry Livingston. Introduced in the 1950 film Cinderella

Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah - Louis Armstrong

Mah Na Mah Na - The Muppets

Rama Lama Ding Dong - The Boppers

Dum Dum Diddle - Abba

Ob-La-Di, Ob-La-Da - The Beatles

Do Wah Diddy - Neil Diamond

De Do Do Do, De Da Da Da - The Police

Ca Plane Pour Moi - Plastic Bertrand

Lady Marmalade - Christina Aguilera, Lil’ Kim, M’Ya, Pink

Shoop Shoop Diddy Wop Cumma Cumma Wang Dang - Monte Video

Ilo Iko (My Bestie) - Justin Wellington, Small Jam
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1. Tips and Tricks - RECAP and SOMETHING NEW

Last Time: Personal Hotspot

What is it and why would you use it?

Itʼs a method of using your mobile phone to create a WiFi access point for other devices to connect to. This
connection will share your mobile data usage amongst the connected devices.

You might find it useful if you live on your own or with a partner and donʼt consume much internet data but want
to be able to send emails and search the internet. Not really useful for streaming movies and other large data
transfers.

Apple iOS

1. Go to Settings > Mobile Data > Personal Hotspot or Settings > Personal Hotspot
2. Tap the slider next to Allow Others to Join
3. You can adjust the password if you like

When you connect a device to your Personal Hotspot, the status bar turns blue and shows how many devices have
joined. The number of devices that can join your Personal Hotspot at one time depends on your service provider
and iPhone model. If other devices have joined your Personal Hotspot using Wi-Fi, you can only use mobile data to
connect to the internet from the host device.

Android

Settings -> Network & internet -> Hotspot & Tethering -> WiFi hotspot or Bluetooth tethering

● You may change the password if you like.
● You should be able to launch from the quick action buttons in settings.

This Time: Checking your data usage

Avoid bill shock by knowing how much data you are using and how much you have remaining for your billing
period.

Understand your monthly data limits and check your usage via various methods to determine your usage patterns.
This way you can manage your usage better and perhaps explore more suitable plans over time.

iPhone

Settings -> Mobile -> Mobile Data

Android

Settings -> Connections (& Sharing) - Data Usage

● Toggle between Mobile Data and Wifi
● Select period: Today, Yesterday, This Month, Last Month
● Set a data warning and reset your billing cycle if you would like to
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Pixel Phones: Settings -> Network and Internet -> Internet -> Carrier (cog)

● Scroll down to see App data usage

Settings -> Network and Internet -> Internet -> Non Carrier Data usage (for wifi usage)

Your service provider (apps)

Generally you can install an App from your phone service provider (Telco) to monitor your data usage, get a copy of
your invoices, change settings and to pay bills. If there is no App available there will be an online web page you can
access with your login and password for your account.

In general

Prepaid - If you have a prepaid plan, when your data runs out, things just stop until you recharge

Postpaid - Check your plan fineprint to see if there are penalties if you go over your cap or choose an unlimited
plan

Music News:

2. FROM THE NEWS AND SPECIAL INTEREST Norton Accounts Breached

Recent weeks have seen a worrying development for Norton LifeLock customers all over the world: a recent data
breach has potentially le� thousands of accounts at risk of being accessed by criminal hackers. According to the
companyʼs data breach notice, these hackers have been able to gain access to customer password managers.

Gen Digital, the parent company of Norton LifeLock, were quick to point out that this was a credential stuffing
attack rather than a compromise of its systems. Credential stuffing is where previously acquired data is used to
attempt to break into accounts  on different sites where users share the same password.

Norton has automatically reset passwords for the affected accounts and letters have been sent out to over 900,000
users advising of the potential risk. As usual be vigilant and question any correspondence you are receiving from
anyone regarding access to accounts, password resets and anything related to your personal data.

Music News: A new way to search Google

The world has gone mad recently with the introduction of a chatbot called ChatGPT. For those of you unfamiliar
with ChatGPT, Microso� recently joined forces with OpenAI to focus on ChatGPT as the future in AI. ChatGPT will
answer questions, perform calculations, write essays and much more… all in seconds. Incidentally, there are
currently approximately 100 million active users in January, just 2 months a�er the official launch.

Well, in response, Google is testing an alternative search homepage using its own chatbot called “Apprentice Bard”
in a question and answer type scenario. This will get interesting in the coming year.
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Music News: Tiktock banned in US schools and universities

As the world continues to grapple with the ever-changing digital landscape, many schools and universities in the
United States are taking a stand against one of the most recent additions to popular culture: TikTok. The
short-form video-sharing app has been gaining traction among young people since its launch in 2016, and its
popularity has only grown since then.

At first glance, TikTok may appear to be a harmless way to pass the time or to create fun videos. However, many
schools and universities have begun to recognize the potentially harmful effects that an app designed to reward
users for creating outrageous and o�en inappropriate content can have on their students. In response, dozens of
schools across the United States have taken the step of banning TikTok from their campuses.

The most common reason cited by schools and universities for banning TikTok is that the app poses a threat to
student safety. TikTok is notorious for its lax privacy settings, allowing anyone to view and share content without
the userʼs knowledge or consent. This can lead to the sharing of inappropriate content, such as explicit videos or
images, which can be seen by children of all ages. Additionally, the appʼs trending videos o�en feature dangerous
stunts and activities that can encourage students to put themselves in harmʼs way. The most recent reported
incident involved a young Puerto Rican man who fell to his death while sightseeing and filming a video TikTok off
the cliffs in Cabo Rojo.

In addition to the potential safety risks posed by TikTok, many schools are concerned that the appʼs
overstimulating content can be a distraction from learning. The appʼs interactive nature encourages students to be
constantly scrolling, liking, and commenting on videos, which can be a major distraction from academic activities.
Schools also worry that the appʼs focus on fame and celebrity culture could have a negative impact on studentsʼ
self-esteem and mental health.

Itʼs clear that the potential risks posed by TikTok have caused more than a few educational institutions to ban the
app from their campuses. While this may seem like a drastic measure, itʼs important to remember that schools and
universities have a responsibility to create a safe, productive learning environment for their students. By taking the
step of banning TikTok, these institutions are sending a clear message to their students that their safety and
well-being are the top priority.

Music News: Samsung drops a whopper

This year in Samsungʼs new phone lineup, they have dropped three new phones, one of which has a whopping 6.8”
screen. The S23 Ultra dwarfs the competition in the non-folding range and promises to be an excellent premium
phone in 2023. Samsung is just that little bit bigger than close rivals iPhone 14+ and Max, Google Pixel 7 Pro,
Motorola Edge + and the One Plus 10 Pro. Of course the Samsung Galaxy Z Fold 4 boasts a 7.6” screen when open
which is just a tad smaller than an iPad mini..

Thatʼs it, all the tech news that matters on Making IT Easy only on 107.3 HFM

3. IN OUR SOCIALS

https://www.facebook.com/groups/778262375575458/permalink/5788464801221832/?mibextid=Nif5oz.
(WhatsApp)
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https://www.facebook.com/groups/778262375575458/permalink/5792548844146761/?mibextid=Nif5oz.
(WhatsApp)

Lees meme on WhatsApp

4. DEEP DIVE Watching Movies Online

As you would expect there are many options for watching movies on your television, but there is so much more
than free-to-air transmissions.

Best TV streaming service 2023
● Netflix - Australia's most popular streaming service
● Stan - Channel 9 and Fairfax media, Unique, locally produced Australian content
● Disney Plus - Disney-only library, including Marvel, Pixar, The Simpsons, Star and more.
● Binge - 10000+ hours including premium HBO content
● Amazon Prime Video - Get access to Amazon-exclusive shows and content from anywhere in the world.
● Apple TV Plus - Apple's streaming service manages a quant library of entirely original content
● Foxtel Now - tends to get new TV shows and movies first and has rights for most sports
● Paramount Plus - CBS, Comedy Central, Nickelodeon, MTV, and naturally, Paramount Pictures

Best specialty streaming services
● Kayo Sports - over 50 sports directly to your screen
● BritBox - the best British TV
● Optus Sport - largest football catalogue in Australia
● Shudder - focuses on horror, sci-fi, and thrillers
● Hayu - reality drama
● Flash - latest news from right around the globe as it happens

How to watch a stream - Equipment
● Smart TV with apps
● Phone or Tablet
● PC or Laptop

How to watch a stream - Service
● Apps - Microso� Store, Apple App Store, Google Play Store
● Website

Free services
● Replay TV - consider using Freeview app or website (Live and Catch-up)
● Various apps for local TV: ABC iView, SBS On Demand, 7 Plus, 9 Now, 10 Play, others…
● Youtube
● Kanopy through public libraries, Tubi (Foxtel owned)
● Many others (more risque) - search Google for free streaming - use a VPN

Whistleout.com.au
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While youʼre there, donʼt forget to check your internet plan and make sure you have enough data!
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5. APP OF THE DAY Netflix

Netflix is the king of movie streaming apps and has been for many years. You can run it on most smart TVs and
streaming boxes and dongles via apps and they are available for most platforms including Apple, Android and
Windows. You can also access movies from the internet in a supported browser by going to netflix.com.

Pricing (Australian Dollar)
● Basic with ads*: AU$6.99/month
● Basic: AU$10.99/month
● Standard: AU$16.99/month
● Premium: AU$22.99/month

When you go into Netflix it can be quite overwhelming with all the pretty pictures for you to scroll through.
Just use the menus to browse the many categories and/or search for things you might be interested in.
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